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ABSTRACT: To facilitate chemical space exploration for
material screening or to accelerate computationally expensive
first-principles simulations, inexpensive surrogate models that
capture electronic, atomistic, or macroscopic materials proper-
ties have become an increasingly popular tool over the last
decade. The most fundamental quantity common across all
such machine learning (ML)-based methods is the f ingerprint
used to numerically represent a material or its structure. To
increase the learning capability of the ML methods, the
common practice is to construct fingerprints that satisfy the
same symmetry relations as displayed by the target material
property of interest (for which the ML model is being
developed). Thus, in this work, we present a general, simple,
and elegant fingerprint that can be used to learn different electronic/atomistic/structural properties, irrespective of their scalar,
vector, or tensorial nature. This fingerprint is based on the concept of multipole terms and can be systematically increased in
sophistication to achieve a desired level of accuracy. Using the examples of Al, C, and hafnia (HfO2), we demonstrate the
applicability of this fingerprint to easily classify different atomistic environments, such as phases, surfaces, point defects, and so
forth. Furthermore, we demonstrate the generality and effectiveness of this fingerprint by building an accurate, yet inexpensive,
ML-based potential energy model for the case of Al using a reference data set that is obtained from density functional theory
computations. Finally, we note that the fingerprint definition presented here has applications in fields beyond materials
informatics, such as structure prediction, identification of defects, and detection of new crystal phases.

■ INTRODUCTION

Machine learning (ML)-based surrogate models have been
employed in the field of materials science to efficiently predict
a diverse set of materials properties,1−5 suggest potential
synthesis routes,6−9 classify crystal structures,10,11 map
potential energy surfaces,12,13 or to accelerate first-principles
computations.14−19 At the heart of many such ML models lies
the fundamental principle of the structure−property relation-
ship, that is, a material behavior is an outcome of its underlying
structure or atomic arrangement. Thus, f ingerprinting, or
effectively capturing information about the atomic neighbor-
hood, is one of the key ingredients of these ML-based
methods.20−24 Depending on the target property of interest,
this information may be required at a global scale (or structure
level) or at a local point. For example, identifying crystal
phases of materials and/or their associated defects belongs to
the former class and is dealt with using a structure fingerprint.
On the other hand, obtaining knowledge of microscopic
quantities, such as electronic charge distribution or atomic
forces falls under the latter class and is approached using an
atomic or local fingerprint. Irrespective of the scale, finger-
printing atomic neighborhood is a quintessential problem

frequently encountered in chemical and materials science and
finds repercussions far beyond materials informatics, with
applications in structure prediction for drug discovery,
identifying defects during molecular simulations, and detecting
new phases using X-ray diffraction or high-throughput
computation data.
Many prescriptions have, therefore, been proposed in the

past to fingerprint or numerically represent the atomic
neighborhood around an atom, that is, the atomic or local
fingerprint, or to capture the overall structure of a material
using a structure fingerprint. The fingerprint definitions must
satisfy certain mathematical properties to allow construction of
accurate, generalizable, and efficient models. For example, the
fingerprints should uniquely represent the atomic neighbor-
hood and vary smoothly with atomic displacements. If
possible, they should be highly correlated to and follow the
same symmetry relations as that of the target property. The
radial distribution function (RDF) is perhaps the most basic
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fingerprinting scheme satisfying these relations. Although very
informative, the RDF presents a practical challenge of
representing a continuous function. To counter this, Ziletti
et al.10 devised a 2-D structure fingerprint based on simulated
diffraction patterns capable of easily identifying average crystal
symmetries of a material. Their fingerprint definition is not
only invariant to structural rotations or translations but also,
more importantly, is insensitive to the presence of small defects
or minor atomic perturbations, which are often present in
structural databases (such as Inorganic Crystal Structure
Database,25 Materials Project,26 etc.). Other examples of
structure fingerprints include a Coulomb matrix,27 many-
body tensor representation,28 deep tensor neural network
(NN),13 Voronoi tessellation,29 combination of RDF with
atomic charges,30 cross-correlation of powder diffraction
pattern,31 and so forth.32,33

For the case of atomic fingerprints, several schemes
motivated from the field of first-principles electronic structure
methods or classical potentials have been proposed. These
include symmetry functions,34 bispectrum coefficients,35

smooth overlap of atomic positions,36 group-theoretical high-
order rotational invariants,37 and AGNI,14,16 among others.38

These local or atomic fingerprints can either be directly used to
learn local/spatial quantities, such as charge density,
exchange−correlation potential, and so forth, or be
collected/averaged over a group of atoms to learn global
quantities like total energy. Furthermore, a relatively new
approach is to use convolution or graph NN to completely
eliminate the need of manually constructed fingerprints but
directly use ML to arrive at the most efficient fingerprint (or
latent) space.39

In this work, we present a simple and mathematically elegant
fingerprint that can be used to capture the local atomic
neighborhood around an arbitrary point in space (or about an
atom). The fingerprint is general and can be used to learn
scalar (energies), vector (forces), or tensorial (stresses)
properties, while efficiently preserving their symmetry require-
ments. Indeed, in recent work,16 this fingerprint was used to
learn and predict the electronic charge density and the
electronic density of states for Al and polyethylene, two diverse
materials. It is based on multipole expansion and thus can be
systematically improved in terms of prediction accuracy.
Further, using simple transformations it can be made
rotationally invariant for learning properties with such
constraints. Here, we demonstrate the use of this fingerprint
to an important material classification problem, that is, the
characterization of different atomic environments, including
phases, surfaces, grain boundaries, vacancies, clusters, and so
forth. Further, using this atomic fingerprint, we derive a simple
definition of structural fingerprint, which is then used to
quantify (dis)similarity between different structures of a
material. Taking the example of C structures obtained from
Materials Project database, we showcase how our fingerprint
could be used to identify structurally similar or “duplicate”
entries in large databases and also assist structure search
methods for efficient screening. To further highlight the
significance of the structure fingerprint, we build a
comprehensive potential energy modelan example of a
regression problemfor the case of Al under various
conformational/morphological settings. The accuracy of the
energy model clearly suggests that the fingerprint is general-
izable to a large conformational space and yet is able to easily
discern between configurations with subtle atomic changes.

Thus, we believe that the fingerprint presented here can be
useful for a diverse range of materials properties for which it is
important to efficiently capture the atomic neighborhood
information.

■ METHODS
Fingerprint: Basic Components. In this work, we present

a grid-based representation of local atomic environment that
can be used for various classifications and regression problems
in the field of material science. The representation consists of a
hierarchy of features capturing different aspects of atomic
neighborhood and involves components resembling scalar,
vector, and tensorial definitions as described below. The
simplest term is the scalar component that captures the radial
information of atoms (discerning their chemical identity)
around a grid-point g using a predefined set of Gaussian
functions (k) of varying widths σk, defined as
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is the product of number of Gaussians k and the type of
elemental species Ω. Similarly, the vector and tensorial
components of the fingerprint are defined by
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where α and β represent each of the x, y, or z directions. The

prefactors rgi
α/rgi and
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distinguish the vector and tensorial

components from their scalar counterpart. They help to
capture the angular information of atomic neighborhood
through projections of atomic distances and their cross-
products, in all directions. Further, these prefactors allow for
the preservation of essential rotation-dependent relations
present in different vectorial or tensorial properties. Thus, for
component-by-component learning of directionally dependent
quantities, such as atomic forces or stresses, one can directly
use the appropriate fingerprint definitions provided in eqs 2
and 3. In fact, in our previous works,14,15,40 we have
successfully demonstrated the use of just the vector
components to develop force fields for elemental Al, Cu, C,
and more. Similarly, the individual tensorial components of the
fingerprint can be used to learn the elements of the stress
tensor matrix.
Three points are worth mentioning here. First, although only

a general definition to capture atomic neighborhood around a
grid point is presented, it could be easily used to derive atomic
fingerprints by locating the grid points at the atomic positions.
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Second, the derived atomic fingerprint definition, being based
on distances, is invariant to translation or permutations of
atoms of the same elements and, if needed, can be easily made
rotationally invariant (will be discussed next). Third, although
in eqs 1−3 we presented Gaussian functions centered at the
reference grid-point, these definitions can be easily extended to
include Gaussians with varying mean values.
We also note that the general grid-based fingerprint

definition could be used to learn many spatially continuous
field quantities, such as electronic charge density, and its
restricted atom-centered version or atomic fingerprint, could
be used to learn atomic properties, such as atomic forces,
energies, and so forth. Additionally, in contrast to other
approaches36,37 that project the atomic neighbor density
function onto a basis set involving the spherical harmonics
for capturing the angular distribution and a set of radial
functions for capturing the radial distribution of the neighbors,
in our approach three separate Cartesian components of the
atomic neighbor density function are first projected onto a set
of radial functions, and then, rotational invariants are
constructed. This results in relatively simpler fingerprint with
lower dimensionality.
Fingerprint: Rotationally Invariant Components. As

noted earlier, the prefactors in eqs 2 and 3 render the vector
(Vk

α) and tensorial components of the fingerprint (Tk
αβ)

directionally dependent, in contrast to the scalar component
which is rotationally invariant. Nonetheless, for problems
involving directionless quantities, these components can also
be transformed to rotationally invariant representations. The
vector component can be transformed using
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while for the case of the tensorial component, two rotationally
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We note that TkΩ‴ = TkΩ
xx + TkΩ

yy + TkΩ
zz is yet another

rotationally invariant representation that can be derived using
tensorial fingerprint but is dismissed owing to its equivalence
to the scalar component SkΩ. Thus, the total number of
rotationally invariant components of the fingerprint for a
system with nΩ species represented using k Gaussians is 4knΩ
(i.e., 1 S, 1 V and 2 T components).

In this work, using the problem of classifying atomic
environments in Al, C, and hafnia (HfO2), we show that each
of these scalar, vector, and tensorial components add distinct
information about the local neighborhood. Thus, systematic
improvements in model accuracy can be achieved by
incorporating more complex vector and tensorial components,
in addition to simple scalar terms. To classify distinct atomic
environments in the aforementioned systems, we derive atomic
fingerprints by setting the position of the reference atom as the
value of the grid-point g in the above equations. Further,
because atomic environments should be independent of the
orientation of the system, we use rotationally invariant
fingerprint components SkΩ, VkΩ, TkΩ′ and TkΩ″ . Twenty
Gaussians with width varying from 0.75 to 8 Å on a
logarithmic scale, along with the cutoff parameter Rc = 8 Å
were used.

Structure Fingerprint. The presented atomic fingerprint
definition can be used to arrive at a structure fingerprint (G) to
numerically represent a given configuration using

G M S M V M T( ); ( ); ( )k
n n

k
n

k
n

k= { }θ θ θ θΦ Φ Φ Φ (6)

where the scalar, vector, and tensor components are collected
together after their transformation through the function Mn(.),
which represents the nth moment. To capture atomic
neighborhood information of all possible elemental pairs,
both θ and Φ loop over all of the elemental species Ω while
respecting their order. For example, in case of hafnia, the
different combinations will be GkOO

n, GkOHf
n, GkHfO

n, and
GkHfHf

n. Further, if we put n = 1 in eq 6, the scalar component
reduces to
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Similarly, other vector and tensorial components can also be
obtained and collected together with the scalar part to obtain
the structure fingerprint. The first moment-based structure
fingerprint can be interpreted as the average atomic environ-
ment of the constituting species in the system. Further, it
should be noted that by construction, structure fingerprint G is
rotationally invariant and thus is suitable for distinguishing
structures/conformers of a material or learning its energies (or
any other rotationally invariant global quantity, such as
pressure). We, thus, evaluate the performance of this
fingerprint first for a classification problem of distinguishing
different structures of C and then for a regression problem of
learning potential energy model for Al. We restrict ourselves to
structure fingerprint with just the first moment, that is, n = 1,
as accurate results were obtained with such a simple definition.

Table 1. Summary of References Data Set Used for Al, C, and Hafniaa

configuration
class Al C HfO2

defect-free bulk fcc, bcc, and hcp (w and w/o strain) dc, graphite, bc8, lonsdaleite, and 57
bulk phases from Materials Project

M, T, O1, O2, OA, and C

point defects supercell with 1, 2, 6 random vacancies
planar defects (100), (110), (111), (200), (333) surfaces; (111), (210), (310), (320),

(510) grain boundaries; (111) stacking fault
graphene (111) and (110) surfaces of

M, T, O1, and OA phases
point and
planar defects

adatom(s) on (100), (110), and (111) surfaces

clusters radius 3, 5, 8, 10, and 12 Å clusters fullerenes with 60, 70, and 180
atoms; SWCNTs

aThe data set is categorized into different classes of configurations based on the types of defects.
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Similar to the atomic fingerprints, Rc = 8 Å and Gaussian
widths varying from 0.75 to 8 Å on a logarithmic scale were
selected. The number of Gaussians was chosen to be 10 and
20.
Data Set. Comprehensive reference data sets, summarized

in Table 1, were prepared for Al, C, and hafnia and are
available for download at our online repository https://
khazana.gatech.edu. To have enough diversity, configurations
in different phases, surfaces, planar and point defects, and
clusters and involving different levels of strains were
incorporated. For each case, the commonly observed phases
and configurations were included: (1) face-centered cubic
(fcc) (Fm3̅m), body-centered cubic (bcc) (Im3̅m), and
hexagonal close-packed (hcp) (P63/mmc) phases for Al, (2)
dc (Fd3̅m), graphite and bc8 (Ia3̅) phases, and fullerenes and
nanotubes for C, and (3) different polar and nonpolar phases
in hafnia. To further add to the atomic diversity introduced
due to thermal fluctuations, density functional theory (DFT)-
based molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed
for each configuration using the Vienna Ab initio simulation
package (VASP).41 While a substantial portion of the data set
was obtained from our past studies,15,18,42−44 a small subset
was created as part of this work to further diversify the
available atomic environments. Consistent with our previous
works, we used the Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof exchange−
correlation functional45 and projector-augmented wave
methodology.46 The energy cutoff and Monkhorst−Pack k-
point mesh47 were carefully calibrated to ensure numerical
convergence in both energy and atomic forces. For the case of
C, about 57 additional structures belonging of several bulk
phases were also obtained from Materials Project.26 These 57
structures were exclusively used to assess the capability of the
structure fingerprint to distinguish and quantify (dis)similarity
between different conformations of a material. Among Al, C,
and hafnia, the data set for Al was the most comprehensive and
thus was used to train the potential energy model. Finally, we

note that to validate the accuracy and transferability of the Al
energy model, a few more configurations, distinct from the
ones used for training, were also generated and will be
discussed later.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Classification: Atomic Environment. Figure 1 demon-
strates the performance of our fingerprint for the classification
problem of distinguishing different atomic environments
included in the Al, C, and hafnia data sets. Because hafnia
contains two elemental species, here we present results
corresponding to the case of O atomic fingerprint only
(similar results were achieved using Hf environment as well).
Although the overall fingerprint size is much larger (Al: 80, C:
80, and hafnia: 160), we use the first two principal components
(containing the maximum variance in data) to plot our results.
Further for each system, we include three fingerprint scenarios:
only scalar (S), both scalar and vector (S + V), and scalar,
vector, and tensorial (S + V + T). Also, because we have a large
number of atomic configurations obtained from MD
simulations, we highlight only a few interesting cases in large
colored symbols. The remaining atomic configurations (mostly
thermal fluctuations and minor disorder) are denoted using
small gray markers. Additionally, for this analysis, we restrict
the number of C bulk phases to a few well-known phases only.
From Figure 1a,b, it can be clearly seen that the first

principal component (PC 1) carries information discerning
between the bulk-like and surface environments. For example,
for Al, moving from left to right across the PC 1 axis, one
encounters pure bulk-like fcc, bcc, and hcp, to vacancy nearest
neighbors, to (111), (110), and (100) slabs, to clusters, to
trimer, and finally to dimer environments. Similarly, for C, one
can see bulk-like dc and bc8 phases on extreme right, while
atomic environments with large surface areas, such as
fullerenes and nanotubes [single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWCNTs)], on the extreme left. Graphite is understandably

Figure 1. Ability of the presented fingerprint to characterize different atomic environments in (a) Al, (b) C, and (c) hafnia. While important atomic
environments are highlighted using large colored symbols, thermal fluctuations in atomic configurations obtained from DFT-based MD simulations
are presented using small gray symbols. The panels in bottom row demonstrate the systematic increase in the information captured by the
fingerprint on addition of more complex vector and tensorial components.
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somewhere in between them. The PC 2 axis also carries
important information, illuminating the effects of strain in Al
and separating fullerenes, graphene, and SWCNTS in C. For
the case of hafnia, we present data only for the six different
bulk phases (see Figure 1c), which our fingerprint is easily able
to differentiate. Interestingly, the polar O1 phase, which is
argued to be responsible for the recent ferroelectric
observations in hafnia, is very close to the parent T phase,
suggesting structural similarity between the two phases.
Snapshots from nudged elastic band computations connecting
the T to O1 phase transformations are also visualized.48 As
suggested by Figure S1 in the Supporting Information, all of
the above-mentioned trends were found to be more dominant
for S + V or S + V + T definitions, in contrast to just the S
definition of the fingerprint, suggesting that both S + V and S +
V + T definitions capture more information. This is revealed
explicitly in the scree plots presented in the bottom-row panels,
wherein for both S + V and S + V + T definitions, larger
number of components capture the variance in the data. Thus,
both S + V and S + V + T fingerprint definitions are good at
classification of atomic neighborhood.
Classification: Material Configuration. Next, we look at

the performance of the structure fingerprint to distinguish
different crystal phases of C using a data set of 57 structures.
The (dis)similarity between configurations can be defined
based on the L2 norm distance between the structure
fingerprints of these configurations. Further, here, we normal-
ize the L2 norm distance using a tanh() function to allow easy
identification of similar structures. Using this (dis)similarity
definition, a hierarchical dendrogram and heat map of the
distance matrix are presented in Figure 2a, while the spread of
this data set in the fingerprint space is illustrated using the first
two principal components in Figure 2b. The dominance of the
light regions in Figure 2a and segregation of phases in Figure
2b clearly suggest the ability of the fingerprint to differentiate
the majority of these structures; note that the diagonal of the
distance matrix represents the difference between same
structures and thus is equal to zero. However, a few off-
diagonal cases with close to zero difference between finger-
prints can also be seen. On a closer inspection, these cases
were found to belong to either the same structure or phases
with extremely similar bonding. For example, three structures

(# 5, 6, and 26) of graphene with different lengths of the
vacuum region, and four structures (# 0, 13, 28, and 36) of
P63/mmc space group with only subtle changes in the bonding
pattern were found; see Figures S2 and S3 in the Supporting
Information. The former case reflects the significance of the
fingerprint to assist identification of “duplicate” structures in
large databases; it should be noted that even simulated X-ray
diffraction would fail to classify these structures as identical
because of different lengths along the axis normal to graphene
layer, as elucidated in Figure S2 of the Supporting Information.
A few cases with distinct structure fingerprints but belonging to
the same space group can also be noticed in Figure 2a. Such
cases were verified to be distinct by examining their energies
and visualizing their structures (e.g., see notes on structures #
40, 41, and 49 with I4/mmm space group in the Supporting
Information). Thus, overall, this structure fingerprint was
found to provide a good quantitative measure to describe
(dis)similarity between configurations and could be utilized to
characterize different phases of a material, find duplicates in
large structural databases, or to identify previously sampled
configurations during structure prediction.

Regression: Energy Model. The ability of the fingerprint
to classify distinct material configurations already suggests its
capability in developing accurate structure fingerprint-based
regression models because learningeither classification or
regressionhappens in the same feature space fabricated by
the fingerprint. To build a regression model that learns the
energy of a system, two general strategies can be used. In the
Behler and Parrinello approach,34 the atomic fingerprints are
mapped to atomic energies, the sum of which is fit to the total
energy of the system. In another approach which was utilized
in this work, the atomic fingerprints are combined to generate
a structure fingerprint which is then mapped to the total
energy. See Figure S5 in the Supporting Information for
further discussion on the two approaches. Using the
aforementioned Al data set and kernel ridge regression as the
ML algorithm, we mapped the structure fingerprints (G) to the
DFT-computed potential energies to create an Al energy
model. The details on the procedure adopted to sample the
training data and screen the best model and the behavior of the
learning curves are provided in section S2 of the Supporting
Information.

Figure 2. Ability of the presented structure fingerprint to characterize different phases of C. The (dis)similarity between structure fingerprints of
various C configurations is illustrated using (a) dendrogram and heat map, and (b) first two principal components obtained through principal
component analysis.
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Figure 3 illustrates the performance of the energy model for
various configurations in comparison to DFT. The energy
model clearly captures the energy versus volume trends for fcc,
bcc, and hcp phases as evident from Figure 3a, thereby,
accurately predicting properties derived from this curve, such
as the lattice constant, cohesive energy, and so forth. Further,
our model performs well for snapshots obtained from DFT-
MD trajectories on various Al conformations. A few such
examples for fcc bulk, fcc bulk under compressive strain (a =
3.75 Å), (100) surface, and a cluster are shown in Figure 3b−e.
We, however, note that these trajectories were also part of the
larger reference data set from which the training set was
sampled during the model construction. Thus, it is possible
that the model has “seen” some of these configurations during
the training. Nonetheless, the chances of seeing all
configurations are negligible, as only ∼10% of the data was
used for training (with some stochasticity in sampling as
describe in the Supporting Information).
To have a more rigorous validation for our energy model, we

constructed a few distinct configurations of Al twin boundaries,
(100), (110), and (111) slabs and clusters of various sizes,
which were different from the training set. The accurate
prediction of the energy model (see Figure 4) for these

“unseen” cases suggests its generalizability and applicability to
new cases. The root mean square error (RMSE) in prediction
was found to be about 10 meV/atom, which is quite
comparable to other ML-based models developed in the
past.18 Further, we note that this error is on completely “new”
data, which is different from even the test set present during
model construction for which a RMSE of about 3−4 meV/
atom was achieved. Using this model, we also computed some
general physical properties of Al, results for which are shown in
Table 2. The model is able to accurately reproduce various
bulk properties and defect formation energies of Al as
computed using DFT. Thus, we believe that our energy
model could provide inexpensive and quick estimates for

energies of diverse Al configurations, at least in the general
domain it has been trained on.
To make our models easily accessible, we have also

developed an online AGNI platform which can be accessed
from https://khazana.gatech.edu, where the prediction models
constructed here can be used for quick energy estimates. An
atomic force model, which is based on the vector component
of the fingerprint and developed in our previous work,15 has
also been included to allow quick atomic force predictions.
The implementation of both the force and energy models will
also be made available through the official version of large-scale
atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS).49

In a related recent work, we have used the grid-based local
fingerprint definition along with NNs to learn and predict
electronic charge density and local density of states.16 Thus,
future efforts will be directed toward using the same fingerprint
definition (with relevant scalar, vector, and tensorial
components) to learn electronic, atomic, or structural
properties of a variety of materials. We also note that as with
any other ML problem, the active learning scheme can be
implemented using this fingerprint to continuously update and

Figure 3. Prediction accuracy of the Al energy model developed in this work for various (a) static runs and (b−e) configurations obtained from
DFT-based MD trajectories. The atomization energy is set as the reference in each case.

Figure 4. Prediction accuracy of the Al energy model developed in
this work for configurations different from the training set,
demonstrating the transferability of the model for new cases.

Table 2. Overall Performance of the Energy Model to
Capture Various Physical Properties of Elemental Al, in
Comparison to DFT

# property phase/name DFT ML % error

1 cohesive energy
(eV/atom)

fcc −3.497 −3.497 −0.016

bcc −3.403 −3.403 −0.006
hcp −3.466 −3.467 0.024

2 V0 (Å
3/atom) fcc 16.492 16.582 0.548

bcc 16.942 16.922 −0.119
HCP 16.648 16.619 −0.172

3 bulk modulus
(GPa)

fcc 76.072 78.441 3.115

bcc 69.002 66.557 −3.543
hcp 72.913 73.419 0.693

4 vacancy
formation
energy (eV)

fcc 0.742 0.730 −1.600

5 surface energy
(J/m2)

(100) 1.190 1.184 −0.438

(110) 1.726 1.693 1.693
(111) 0.869 0.853 −1.911

6 stacking fault
(J/m2)

(111)/[1−10] 0.136 0.144 5.805

7 grain boundary
energies
(J/m2)

(210) 0.787 0.848 7.659

(310) 0.957 0.991 3.590
8 self-diffusion

energy (J/m2)
fcc 0.865 0.711 −17.834
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improve the performance of the ML model for more diverse
configurations.50,51

Finally, the atomic or structure fingerprint definitions
presented here find applications in fields much beyond
materials informatics. For example, the structure fingerprint
can be used to answer a crucial question within structure
search methods, that is, whether the newly sampled
configuration is distinct from the list of previously explored
configurations? Refining large material structural databases to
remove duplicates or exploring their configurational diversity
could be another application of this fingerprint. Similarly, the
atomic fingerprint definition could be utilized to find atoms
with specific defects or atomic neighborhood from large-scale
MD simulations.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we presented a general fingerprint to capture the
atomic neighborhood around an arbitrary point in space or
about an atom. This fingerprint consists of scalar, vector, and
tensorial components, each of which can be appropriately
combined with existing ML approaches to learn diverse
materials properties, such as energies, atomic forces, stresses,
electronic charge density, electronic density of states, and so
forth, each with different symmetry requirements. Moreover,
to learn rotationally invariant properties (e.g., energies), the
direction-dependent vector and tensorial components can be
transformed into their respective rotationally invariant
representations. Each of the scalar, vector, and tensor
components was demonstrated to carry distinct information,
allowing systematic improvement in the performance of
fingerprint with the addition of more complex vector and
tensorial components, besides the scalar component. The
presented fingerprint definition was also used to formulate a
structure fingerprint representation.
In the context of materials informatics, we demonstrated the

ability of our fingerprint toward two general problems of
classification and regression. For the former case, the
fingerprint was used to classify different atomic environments
in Al, C, and hafnia data sets, including phases, surfaces, planar
and point defects, clusters, and so forth, thereby providing a
reliable metric to identify structural defects or find duplicate
phases. For the regression problem, we used structure
fingerprint to build a general Al potential energy model,
performance of which was validated for a diverse set of Al
configurations, going well-beyond the training set. The
accuracy of the energy model was validated for various
physical properties of Al and was found to be in good
agreement with DFT. Thus, overall, the simple and elegant
fingerprint presented here is believed to be suitable for a large
class of chemistry and materials science problems that involve
numerically representing the atomic neighborhood informa-
tion.
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